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-MH201 HIKING PROGRAM- 

DAY 1: Transfer from the airport to the hotel.  

 

DAY 2: Ushuaia. An active and enjoyable way of 

exploring Tierra del Fuego; hikes accompanied by an 

expert guide. If you choose this full-day excursion, you 

will explore two remarkably different ecosystems: the 

sea-shore and the sub-Antarctic forest which exist side 

by side only in a few places on earth and are unique in 

Argentina. You will walk along sea-shore trails and 

through the forest, an important reserve of native flora 

and wildlife. If you are fond of discovering NATURE in a 

small group with the expertise of a guide, this is an 

ecological experience you cannot miss! 

 

The excursion begins in the center of Ushuaia with a 

minibus ride to the National Park. After a walk along 

the shore, we will stop for a snack and then continue 

through the forest. Later, we rest for a while and have 

lunch at a great lookout point.  

Finally, We reach Lapataia Bay where the South 

American roads end. Total number of kilometers for 

this day: 50. The dinner is not including. 

DAY 3: Ushuaia. Catamaran Tour: Sea Lions, Bird’s 

Island and Penguin colony. Different kinds of marine 

birds will accompany us throughout the trip. Duration: 

2, 30 hours. The dinner is not including. 

 

We start our tour from the tourist pear crossing 

Ushuaia's wide bay until reaching the Beagle Channel 

across Paso Chico. There we sail around Isla de los 

Pájaros and Isla de los Lobos.  

Both islands belong to the Archipelago Bridges. When 

come to the Les Eclaireurs Lighthouse, we will be able 

to see the colonies of imperial Shag and Rock Shag.   
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Then we sail eastward enjoying the wonderful 

landscapes of the channel and the mountains that 

surround it. There, we change direction to return to 

Ushuaia, navigating near the coast north of the 

Channel. 

Birds: Black-browed Albatross, Common Giant Petrel, 
Magellanic Diving-Petrel, Rock Shag, Imperial Shag, 
Fuegian Steamer-Duck, Snowy Sheathbill, Chilean Skua, 
Dolphin Gull, South American, etc.  

DAY 4: Transfer from the hotel to airport, end our 

services. 
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  THE COMPANY PROVIDES (BASIC EQUIPAMENT) 

  
  Rucksack  

    Raincoat and Trousers 

  REQUIREMENTS 

Difficulty Difficulty: grade 2 

Terrain 
Terrain: Moderate terrain along unmarked trails. Mainly dirt trails through the forest, but on day 3 

the trail is of loose stone. 

Ascents    Moderate, 20°- 30° slope on average. 

Obstacles 
Some terrains may present certain obstacles (rivers, steeper slopes, etc.) or sections of greater 

difficulty. On these hikes some steeper slopes will be encountered. 

State of health Good or very Good. (In case of doubt, consult your doctor). 

Physical al condition Good 

Requirements Basic Knowledge of walking in the mountains. 

  SUGGESTED PERSONAL EQUIPMENT (Clothes or equipment) 

Calzado Hiking Boots  

Clothes  Hat / Jacket or Parka / Pile or Polar / Gloves / Socks. 

Protection Sun Glasses and Sun protection cream. 

Information In case you are using medicines must inform the guide. 

  DATOS DE INTERES PARA EL HIKING ON SNOWSHOES 

Duration Hike for 4 hours a day. 

Altitude The highest altitude will be 350 m.  

Temperatura Media The average is 12 degrees  celsius 
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